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Resumo

Os métodos fototérmicos são ferramentas muito senśıveis para a caracterização de efeitos

localizados induzidos por laser em materiais. Neste trabalho, a técnica de espelho fo-

totérmico é usada para investigar ondas termoelásticas geradas por deposição localizada

de calor. A excitação por laser pulsado é usada para gerar perturbações mecânicas em

metais. Essa técnica detecta a distorção da frente de onda do feixe de prova refletido na

superf́ıcie da amostra perturbada. Deformação na escala nanométrica é induzida sob a

superf́ıcie iluminada, e ondas termoelásticas transientes de menor amplitude propagam-se

na superf́ıcie. Os resultados numéricos e experimentais mostram boa concordância e rep-

resentam a deformação de longa duração devido à difusão térmica e as ondas induzidas

devido à rápida perturbação. Em um aparato experimental similar, o método de espelho

fotomecânico é usado para induzir deformações superficiais em escalas nanométricas ex-

plorando a conservação de momento na interação entre ĺıquidos dielétricos e um feixe laser.

O efeito de força de radiação na interface ar/ĺıquido é quantitativamente avaliado para

fluidos com diferentes densidades, viscosidades e tensões superficiais. A pressão aplicada

nos ĺıquidos por laser cont́ınuo ou pulsado é totalmente descrita pela densidade de força

eletromagnética de Helmholtz.



Abstract

Photothermal methods are powerful tools for characterizing laser induced localized effects

in materials. Here we use the photothermal mirror method to investigate the thermoelastic

waves launched by a localized heat deposition. Pulsed laser excitation is used to gener-

ate mechanical perturbations in metals. This method detects the wavefront distortion of

the probe beam reflected from the perturbed sample surface. Nanometer scale expansion

of the material is induced just under the irradiated surface releasing transient thermoe-

lastic waves of much smaller amplitudes on the surface. Numerical predictions and the

experimental results are in a good agreement and represent both the thermal diffusion of

the large amplitude, long-lasting outward bulge and the released elastic waves. Using a

slightly different experimental approach, the photomechanical mirror method is used to

induce nanometer-scale surface deformation by exploiting momentum conservation of the

interaction between laser light and dielectric liquids. The effect of radiation force at the

air-liquid interface is quantitatively assessed for fluids with different density, viscosity and

surface tension. The imparted pressure on the liquids by continuous or pulsed laser light

excitation is fully described by the Helmholtz electromagnetic force density.



Symbol List

αT [10−6 1/K] Linear thermal expansion coefficient;

βf [m−1] Absorption coefficient of fluid;

βs [m−1] Absorption coefficient of sample;

δ Dirac’s delta;

δij Kronecker’s delta;

γ [N/m] Surface tension;

εij Strain tensor;

ε [F/m] Electric permittivity of material;

ε0 [F/m] Electric permittivity of vacuum;

εr Relative electric permittivity;

λ [Pa] 1st Lamè constant;

λp [m] Probe beam wavelength;

µ [Pa·s]1 Dinamic viscosity;

µ0 [H/m] Magnetic permeability of vacuum;

µl [Pa] 2nd Lamè constant;

µm [H/m] Magnetic permeability of material;

1In Chapter 3 the unit used is cP=mPa·s



µr Relative magnetic permeability;

ν Poisson’s ratio;

ξp [s] Time of maximum irradiance of pulse;

ρ [kg/m3] Mass density; (Chapter 3 and Appendix A)

ρf [kg/m3] Mass density of fluid; (Chapter 2)

ρs [kg/m3] Mass density of sample; (Chapter 2)

σij [Pa] Stress tensor;

τp [s] Pulse width;

φ Rate of luminous energy converted into heat;

ωe [m] Excitation beam radius at sample surface;

ω0p [m] Probe beam radius at waist;

ω1p [m] Probe beam radius at sample surface;

~B [T] Magnetic flux density;

c [m/s] Speed of light in vacuum;

cH [m/s] Velocity of Head waves;

cP [m/s] Velocity of Primary waves;

cR [m/s] Velocity of Rayleigh waves;

cS [m/s] Velocity of Secondary waves;

Cpf [J/(kg· K)] Specific Heat of fluid;

Cps [J/(kg· K)] Specific Heat of sample;

~D [C/m2]Electric Displacement field;

DT f [m2/s] Thermal diffusivity of fluid;

DT s [m2/s] Thermal diffusivity of sample;

En [J] Energy of pulsed excitation laser beam;

~E [V/m] Electric field;



Einc [V/m] Incident electric field;

~F [N] Volume force;

~g [m/s2] Acceleration of gravity;

~H [A/m ]Magnetic field;

kf [W/(m · K)] Thermal conductivity of fluid;

ks [W/(m · K)] Thermal conductivity of sample;

n Refractive index;

p(~r) [Pa] Pressure;

p0 [kg·m/s] Linear momentum of light in vacuum;

pA [kg·m/s] Abraham momentum of light;

pM [kg·m/s] Minkowski momentum of light;

Pe [W] Power of cw excitation laser beam;

Rs Reflectance of sample;

~u [m] Displacement;

U [J] Energy of light;

z1e [m] Distance between the sample surface and excitation beam waist;

z1p [m] Distance between the sample surface and probe beam waist;

z2p [m] Distance between the sample surface and the photodetector;

zce [m] Excitation beam confocal distance;

zcp [m] Probe beam confocal distance;

Y [Pa] Young’s modulus;
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Chapter 1
Introduction

The interaction between light and matter may generate elastic waves by heating the

material (thermoelastic effect, an energy transfer dominated effect) or by the momentum

exchange between light and matter (radiation pressure, a momentum transfer dominated

effect) [1]. In the former, energy related effect, part of the energy is absorbed in the ma-

terial and then converted into heat [2–4]. The rapid deposition of light energy acts as a

source of mechanical waves in the material. The induced thermal expansion launches var-

ious types of mechanical disturbances [5–9]. Within the bulk of the material, longitudinal

(P-waves) and shear waves (S-waves) radiate spherically away from the source. They are

accompanied by the surface-bound Rayleigh waves (R-waves) and the Mach-cone shaped

head waves (H-waves) [2, 3]. A representation of these types of waves is shown in Fig.

1.1. At high power density levels, ablation effect may occur in solids modifying the state

of the surface. Below the ablation threshold, at moderate power densities, thermoelastic

waves dominate over radiation pressure induced waves in solids [10].

x3

x1

Free surface

Sample

Primary

wave

Secondary 

wave

Rayleigh 

wave

r
0
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CRt
CSt CPt
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Figure 1.1: Volumetric and surface waves generated in a sample at thermoelastic regime by a
pulsed laser [2]. up stands for displacement of particles due to the Primary wave, us stands
for displacement of particles due to the Secondary wave. cP is the velocity of the Primary
wave, cS the velocity of the Secondary wave, cR the velocity of the Rayleigh wave, and θc
is the critical angle. x1 is the radial axis and x3 is the azimutal axis.

Momentum transfer from light to matter always generates elastic waves in de-

formable media. The correct mathematical expression for the momentum of light within
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dielectric materials and the effects caused by the radiation forces when light passes through

adjacent media have been extensively debated for over a century [11–19]. The effects of

radiation pressure exerted on a dielectric surface exposed to electromagnetic radiation

can be interpreted as the transfer of momentum from electromagnetic field at the sur-

face normal of the incident electromagnetic radiation. Although the momentum-driven

elastic waves are predicted by electrodynamic and the elastodynamic theories, the tem-

poral evolution of the displacement field generated in this process has yet to be precisely

measured.

Detection of light-induced elastic waves is feasible with many different experimental

approaches [2,3,5–10,20–24]. Bulk and surface waves can be detected utilizing capacitive,

piezoelectric, electromagnetic and optical transduction mechanisms [25]. The possibility

of remote generation and stand-off detection of elastic waves using optical probes makes

photothermal methods attractive for material characterization [20] and non-destructive

testing [2–4]. For instance, a number of pump-probe methods have been employed to

detect mechanical perturbations in solids using either interferometric schemes, photother-

mal beam deflection or by analyzing diffraction wavefront distortions. As opposed to the

capacitive, electromagnetic or piezoelectric sensors, the above-mentioned optical meth-

ods can be used to detect elastic waves created just underneath the pulse excitation

area [9, 20, 26, 27]. The ability of probing the region of the largest temperature variation

and mechanical deformation makes them an attractive complementary approach.

One of the optical approaches to detect elastic waves is also the photothermal/

photomechanical mirror (PTM) technique. Here, the mechanical surface displacement

are detected by analyzing the focusing or defocusing of the probe beam reflected from

the sample surface in the far field region [21, 22, 24, 28]. This method has been recently

introduced under pulsed Gaussian laser excitations for the measurement of thermal diffu-

sivity and thermo-optical properties of semi-transparent and opaque solids [22,23]. Using

a slightly different experimental approach, this method has also been proved capable of

measuring the surface deformation induced by radiation pressure at air-liquid interface

induced by continuous and pulsed laser excitation [28].

The complex nature of elastic waves has brought the current development of pho-

tothermal/photomechanical methods, with concurrent interferometric detection schemes,

to a breakthrough stage where nano- and sub-nanometer-scale deformations can be de-

tected with highly detailed spatial and temporal resolutions [28]. The advances recently

made in the development of the photothermal/photomechanical methods have opened a

new pathway to look into the localized effects created by laser excitation. Here we give

a detailed description of two different applications of the photothermal/photomechanical

method to investigate photo-induced elastic waves generated by either heating opaque

metals (thermoelastic effect) or by the momentum transfer from light to liquids (radia-

tion pressure).
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In Chapter 2, we show that pulsed laser excitation in metals launches elastic waves

that propagate on the surface and within the solids generating convoluted photothermal

mirror signals following the thermo-mechanical properties of the sample. The elastic waves

are predicted by numerical solution of the thermoelastic equation and have properties

closely related to the familiar elastic waves created by an isotropic point-expansion source

on the surface of solids.

In Chapter 3, we induce nanometer-scale surface deformation by exploiting momen-

tum conservation of the interaction between laser light and dielectric liquids. The effect of

radiation force at the air-liquid interface is quantitatively assessed for fluids with different

density, viscosity and surface tension. The imparted pressure on the liquids by continuous

or pulsed laser light excitation is fully described by the Helmholtz electromagnetic force

density. It is our belief that the novel pump-probe experimental methods we have been

developing, in addition to first-principle numerical modeling, are at the edge of answer-

ing the question of what formalism of the classical theory of electromagnetism correctly

describes the effects of momentum transfer between light and matter.

14



Chapter 2
Generation and detection of thermoelastic

waves in metals by a photothermal mirror

method1

In this chapter, we present an investigation of the thermoelastic waves launched by a

localized heat deposition in metals. Pulsed laser excitation is used to generate mechanical

perturbations in metals that are detected using the photothermal mirror method. This

method detects the wavefront distortion of the probe beam reflected from the perturbed

sample surface. Nanometer scale expansion of the material is induced just under the

irradiated surface releasing transient thermoelastic waves of much smaller amplitudes on

the surface. Numerical predictions and the experimental results are in a good agreement

and represent both the thermal diffusion of the large amplitude, long-lasting outward

bulge and the released elastic waves.

2.1 Introduction

The study of the propagation of mechanical waves in a given material is of great

interest. It originates and has been extensively investigated in seismology [29]. Seismolog-

ical applications vary from exploration for minerals, oil, natural gas, to the development

1This chapter is partially reproduced from Capeloto, O. A. et al. ”Generation and detection of
thermoelastic waves in metals by a photothermal mirror method.” Applied Physics Letters 109, 191908
(2016); doi: 10.1063/1.4967530, with the permission of AIP Publishing. The authorization letter is
indexed in Appendix A.1.
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of earthquake resistant constructions. Seismology had its great advance in 1880 when

methods of detection (seismographs) and methods of mathematical physics began to be

applied to the understanding of the waves generated in an earthquake. The concepts of

mechanical waves involved in seismology can be applied in non-destructive methods to

obtain mechanical parameters in materials and also in image diagnostics [29].

The description of mechanical waves propagating in a medium is well established

by the theory of elasticity. Considerable theoretical advances in this field were made

by Navier, Poisson, Rayleigh and Lamb [29–32]. In 1821 Navier introduced, from the

concepts of Hooke’s law, an equation of equilibrium and vibrations for an elastic body. In

1831, Poisson obtained theoretically the concept for two types of waves, the longitudinal

and shear waves [30], also known as P and S waves, respectively. Rayleigh [31], in 1887

theoretically described waves propagating on the surface of an elastic material. Lamb [32],

in 1903, showed the first theoretical seismogram for a point source buried in the middle

of a homogeneous semi-space.

First theoretical works treating thermally induced waves in solids are attributed to

Danilovskaya [33, 34], Michels [35] and Boley [36]. White [37] in 1963 was one of the

pioneers in the induction and detection of elastic waves in metals caused by electron

bombardment and radio-frequency absorption on the surface of a body. The amplitude

of generated waves was correlated to the characteristics of the input flux and the thermal

and elastic properties of the body. Wave detection was performed using a barium titanate

crystal, which has piezoelectric properties. Scruby et al. [38] in 1980 showed the generation

of elastic waves via laser. In this method, the waves are induced by thermal expansion of

a metal heated by laser. A transducer was used for detection, and the observation of the

waves was performed on the surface opposite to the illuminated one. It was considered that

the source of thermoelastic waves could be due to the dipole forces acting on the material.

In 1984, Rose [39] developed the theoretical background assuming the thermoelastic source

as a point source. A general representation in terms of Green’s functions was used, as

described for volumetric sources by Aki and Richards [29]. Aki and Richards represent

the Green’s functions as the solution to the equation [29]

ρs
∂2

∂t2
Gin = δinδ(~x− ~ξ)δ(t− τ) +

∂

∂xj

(
cijkl

∂Gkn

∂xj

)
, (2.1)

where

cijkl = µl[(1− 2ν)−12νδijδkl + δikδjl + δilδjk] (2.2)

for isotropic materials. ρs is the mass density of the material, µl the Lame’s constant, and

ν the Poisson’s ratio. However, Rose [39] used a Heaviside function H(t) instead a Dirac

Delta function in time, δ(t). In Rose’s model, the direct derivation of the temperature

variation in a sample using the heat diffusion equation is not necessary, since the source

16



term that the heat conduction equation carries is implicitly attributed to the strength

of the point source, or seismic moment [39], that is related to the source strength and

characterizes all the information about the source [29] . Displacement expressions for

different positions were obtained. In that context, the point source representation together

with a Heaviside function in time became a good approximation for comparisons with

experiments. This is because the Heaviside function allows the displacement in far field

to be written as a function of the arrival times of the longitudinal and transverse waves.

However, this model may render different results when compared to a finite-source term

because the z-coordinate stress components do not completely cancel each other [38]. In

1989, McDonald [7], obtained mathematical simplifications of Rose’s model by considering

a hyperbolic heat diffusion equation [7], assuming the thermal propagation velocity finite

and equal to the velocity of the longitudinal waves. Thus, the problem was translated

to generalized thermoelasticity theory rather than to the classical theory [40]. However,

the wave term in the temperature expression does not significantly affect the results

when compared to that found by Rose previously. This means that Rose’s solution for a

buried point source is a reasonably good model for a transient thermoelastic source, often

encountered by laser absorption in the nanosecond pulse duration range.

Although piezoelectric and capacitive methods are known for their high sensitivity,

pump-probe detection of laser induced elastic waves has advantages for material char-

acterization [5]. The remote nature of optical detection allows for measurements to be

performed at high and low temperatures and the simultaneous detection of volume and

surface waves [5]. Using the methods, such as with interferometric, deflection or wavefront

distortion analysis, it is possible to prove the effect just underneath the illuminated area,

where maximum displacements are produced [9, 20, 26, 27]. A review on optical methods

used for the observation of surface and volumetric waves is presented by Monchalin [41].

An example of the interferometric method, is the work of Aussel et al. [42] in which

a theoretical description for elastic waves generation is carried out in ablative and ther-

moelastic regimes, for a quasi-point laser source. The experimental apparatus used is

shown in Fig. 2.1 [42]. A Nd:YAG laser operating at 1064 nm with 10 ns and 20 ns pulse

time duration was used. The excitation laser was focused at the sample. The acquisition

system was synchronized by a trigger photodetector. The elastic waves were probed by

a Michelson interferometer, where the detectable bandwidth was from 10 kHz to 50 MHz.

The obtained results are in good agreement with the calculations. Other authors used

similar interferometric method to probe elastic waves: Spicer and Hurley [9], Goruk [43],

Draeger et al. [44], Royer et al. [45], Graebner [46], and Hashimoto [47].

Spicer and Hurley [9] used laser pulses to generate thermoelastic waves and probed

the resulting deformation in the center and in regions near the illuminated area. The

experiment was carried out on a 10 mm thick aluminum sample. A reproduction of the

experimental diagram used in their work is presented in Fig. 2.2. A Nd:YAG pulsed laser

17



Figure 2.1: Experimental apparatus diagram used by Aussel et al. [42]. Reproduction of
original, page 250.

Figure 2.2: Experimental apparatus diagram used by Spicer and Hurley [9]. Reproduction of
original, page 3651.

operating at 1064 nm was used as the source of thermoelastic waves. The incidence angle

between the excitation laser to the normal axis of the surface was set up to be 20◦. Surface

displacements were measured using a Michelson interferometer. The experimental data

and the numerical results were in good agreement.

The optical method described by Engan in 1978 [48] is an improvement of the

method known as knife-edge described by Adler et al. [49]. In the knife-edge method,

a laser beam with a diameter smaller than the acoustic wavelength is reflected from the

probed surface. The surface waves cause a deflection in the beam that is probed by the

knife-edge scheme. The signal that is provided by the detector has information about

the phase and amplitude of the detected waves. However, in the experiment described

18



Substrate

No deflected beam
Deflected beam

Double photodetector

Laser beam

Figure 2.3: Experimental apparatus diagram used by H. Engan [48]. Reproduction of original,
page 373.

by Engan [48], given in Fig. 2.3, the blade is replaced by a double photodiode and the

signal obtained is the difference of the electric voltage between the two photodiodes when

the beam is deflected. Engan [48] argues that this apparatus, when used with the double

photodiode has several advantages, such as the decrease of the optical components to be

aligned and improving the signal-to-noise ratio. Other researchers also make use of similar

techniques in their works, such as Kavalerov et al. [50], Rooth et al. [51], Kamizuma et

al. [52] and Hashimoto et al. [53].

Figure 2.4: Experimental apparatus diagram used by Cheng et al. [27]. The sample have
thickness 2h, o is the center of sample in relation to the azimutal axis z, and ro is the
distance between the center of illuminated area and the probe beam. Reproduction of
original, page 717.

Cheng et al. [27] showed the behavior for thermoelastic waves detected by the pho-

tothermal deflection technique. The experimental diagram is presented in Fig. 2.4 and

illustrates the excitation and detection schemes. A pulsed laser beam is used for the

19



generation of thermoelastic waves and another laser beam, with a smaller diameter, is

also located on the surface in order to probe the deformations under the probing area

by the photothermal deflection signal S(t). The behavior of the deformation was stud-

ied as a function of the pulse width and the effect was compatible with the quasi-static

approximation for the thermoelastic equation [40].

2.2 Thermoelastic Equation

The generic solution for the thermoelastic equation for a sample heated by a excita-

tion laser beam is treated as described in Ref. [40]. The local variation of the temperature

in a material, due to the absorption of the laser beam, generates a state of stress and

strain that in turn cause an expansion or contraction of the material. The stress and

strain states can be described by the symmetric tensors σij and εij respectively, where

i, j = 1, 2, 3 represent the coordinates. Expansion or contraction, in turn, is described by

the displacement vector ~u which has components ui [40]. In framing the problem to the

linear elasticity theory, the tensor of strain is related to the displacement vector [40, 54]

by

εij =
1

2

(
∂ui
∂xj

+
∂uj
∂xi

)
, i, j = 1, 2, 3. (2.3)

The stress tensor can be related with the strain tensor (and implicitly with the displace-

ment ui) by the relation

σij = 2µlεij + (λεkk − γmTs)δij, (2.4)

where γm = (3λ + 2µl)αT , αT is the linear thermal expansion coefficient, λ and µl the

Lame’s coefficients, εkk
2 the normal strain tensor summation, Ts ≡ Ts(xi, t) is the tem-

perature change in the sample, and δij is the Kronecker delta.

The total displacement due to the local temperature increase of sample can be

determined from the set of Navier-Stokes displacement equations [40]

(λ+ 2µl)∇2~u+ (λ+ µl)∇× (∇× ~u) = γm∇Ts + ρs
∂2~u

∂t2
, (2.5)

where ρs
∂2~u

∂t2
represents the inertia term [22]. The displacement vector ~u can be split,

according to the Helmholtz decomposition, as [40,54–56]

~u = ∇Φ +∇× ~ψ. (2.6)

where Φ is the scalar displacement field and ψ is the displacement vector field.

2Throughout the work, the repeated indexes represent the summation notation, Akk = A11+A22+A33.
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The displacement vector ~u representation as in Eq. (2.6), when substituted in (2.5),

gives a set of two wave equations

∇2Φ− 1

c2P

∂2Φ

∂t2
= mTs (2.7)

and

∇2 ~ψ − 1

c2S

∂2 ~ψ

∂t2
= 0, (2.8)

where m = (3λ+2µl)/(λ+2µl). The constants cP and cS are the propagation velocities of

the waves related to the Eqs. (2.7) and (2.8) [40,54]. The representation of the wavefronts

are shown in Fig. 1.1.

The velocity cP = [(λ+ 2µl)/ρs]
1/2 represents the propagation velocity of an irro-

tational wave, which causes only volume changes. The particle displacement within the

wave is the same of the wave propagation. These kind of waves are called longitudinal,

primary or compression waves [2, 40, 54, 56]. The velocity cS = (µl/ρs)
1/2 describes the

velocity of the secondary or transversal waves, related to a rotational movement such

that the body elements experiences no change in the volume. The secondary waves cause

displacements perpendicular to their propagation [2, 40,54,56].

Equation (2.7) can be described in terms of the potential displacement Φ. For this,

the heat diffusion equation (
∇2 − 1

DT s

∂

∂t

)
Ts(xi, t) = − Q

DT s

, (2.9)

is used together with the left side of Eq. (2.7), to obtain [40](
∇2 − 1

DT s

∂

∂t

)(
∇2 − 1

c2P

∂2

∂t2

)
Φ = −mQs

DT s

. (2.10)

Here, DT s is the thermal diffusivity and Qs is the heat source term of sample.

A useful method to solve the system of Eqs. (2.7), (2.10), and (2.8) is the use of

Laplace integral transform3 and Fourier integral transform4 [40,57]. However, depending

on the source term Qs(xi, t) and the boundary conditions given by the geometry of the

sample, an analytical solution is not always possible.

2.2.1 General Solution

A general solution can be obtained assuming that the displacement vector can be

write as the sum ~u = ~up + ~uh, where ~up is the particular solution and ~uh the homoge-

neous solution. The displacement potential is constituted by a part corresponding to the

3F̃ (xi, s) =
∫∞
0
f(xi, t) exp (−st)dt

4F ∗(ak, t) = (2π)−3/2
∫
E3
f(xi, t) exp (iakxk)dV with dV = dx1dx2dx3
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particular solution Φ0 and another corresponding to the homogeneous solution ϑ. Thus,

the Eq. (2.7) is solved for Φ0, (2.8) for ~Ψ, and the homogeneous wave equation for ϑ

∇2ϑ− 1

c2P

∂ϑ

∂t
= 0. (2.11)

By solving the set of equations and applying the correct boundary conditions for

the problem, the expression for displacement vector ~u can be obtained.

Particular Solution

Initially, the Laplace and Fourier transforms are applied to the heat diffusion equa-

tion

−
(
akak +

s

DT s

)
T̃ ∗s = − Q̃∗s

DT s

(2.12)

and to the Eq. (2.7),

−
(
akak + s2α2

1

)
Φ̃∗0 = mT̃ ∗s , (2.13)

where α1 = 1/cP. The functions T̃ ∗s , Φ̃∗0, and Q̃∗ are the Laplace and Fourier transforms

of the respective functions Ts, Φ0, and Qs. The initial conditions are Ts(xi, 0) = 0 and

Φ0(xi, 0) = ∂Φ0(xi, 0)/∂t = 0. The Eqs. (2.12) and (2.13) results in

(
akak + s2α2

1

)(
akak +

s

DT s

)
Φ̃∗0 = −mQ̃

∗
s

DT s

, (2.14)

so that we can obtain Φ̃0 by solving

Φ̃0(xi, s) = − m

DT s

(2π)−3/2
∫
E3

Q̃∗s (ai, s) exp (−iakxk)dW
(akak + s/DT s) (akak + s2α2

1)
, (2.15)

with dW = da1da2da3. Equation (2.15) can be written as

Φ̃0(xi, s) = − m(2π)−3/2

s2α2 − s/DT s

1

DT s

[∫
E3

Q̃∗s (ai, s) exp (−iakxk)dW
(akak + s/DT s)

−
∫
E3

Q̃∗s (ai, s) exp (−iakxk)dW
(akak + s2α2

1)

]
.

(2.16)

The first integral in Eq. (2.16) is exactly the solution for the temperature variation in

the Laplace space. The second integral can be understood as the solution of a differential

equation in Laplace space for an auxiliary function S, namely

(
∇2 − s2α2

1

)
S̃ = − Q̃s

DT s

, (2.17)
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where S(xi, 0) = ∂S(xi, 0)/∂t = 0. Thus the solution to the potential displacement in the

Laplace space is written as

Φ̃0(xi, s) = − m

s2α2
1 − s/DT s

(
T̃ − S̃

)
. (2.18)

With the solution of the displacement potential Φ0 the stress tensors σp
ij are deter-

mined, which are represented by the Eq. (2.4). Using the relations upi = ∂Φ0/∂xi and

εpij = ∂2Φ0/∂xi∂xj we obtain

σp
ij = 2µl

(
∂2Φ0

∂xi∂xj
− δij

∂2Φ0

∂x2k

)
+ ρsδij

∂2Φ0

∂t2
. (2.19)

The complete solution of the problem is determined by solving the homogeneous

wave equations and applying the boundary conditions to every specific case.

Homogeneous solution

To obtain the homogeneous solution of the displacement vector, it is assumed that

~uh = ∇ϑ+∇× ~ψ† (2.20)

where ~ψ† = ∇ × ~ψ. Equation (2.8) has to be solved for each component i as a scalar

function, defining the propagation direction of the wave. However, since the secondary

wave does not change the sample volume, we get ∇ · ~ψ = 0 and thus

−∇×∇× ~ψ − 1

c2S

∂2 ~ψ

∂t2
= 0. (2.21)

To obtain the displacement direction, that is perpendicular to the wave propagation,

one can apply the curl to the vector ~ψ obtained. The stress components related to the

displacement vector ~uh are

σhij = 2µlε
h
ij + λ

∂2ϑ

∂k∂k
. (2.22)

where the strain tensor εhij is defined by the Eq. (2.3) and the last term represents the

sum of the second derivatives in each direction.

Mode conversion

When mechanical waves are obliquely incident at the interface between a solid and

air (or a free surface) these waves undergo refraction and reflection. Conversion between

wave types occurs with reflection, i.e., a P-wave incident with an angle θP relative to the

vector normal to the incident surface generates a S-wave with an angle of reflection θS

and vice-versa [58]. The relation between the angles of incidence and reflection of such
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waves is described by Snell’s law [29].

sin θP
cP

=
sin θS
cS

. (2.23)

There is a critical angle θc that determines the incidence limit to the existence of

refraction from a medium to other. This angle is defined by

sin θc =

(
cS
cP

)
, (2.24)

so that when |θ| = θc the refraction angle of the P wave, θP is π/2.

Head waves

In the region |θ| > θc, due to the above mentioned boundary condition, a lateral

wave, or Head wave (H-wave) or conic wave is observed, and its wavefront is parallel

to the line PS [2] shown in Fig. 1.1. Additionally, according to the definition given

by Aussel [42], the H-wave can be considered as a wave that arises from a P-wave that

propagates at the fluid/solid interface and generates a S-wave along its entire path in the

direction of the critical angle. The propagation velocity of a H-wave is given by [42]

cH =
cP[

cP cos θ
(

1
c2S
− 1

c2P

)1/2
+ sin θ

] . (2.25)

This type of wave radiates its energy towards the interior of the sample and its amplitude

decreases very quickly when moving away from its source [2].

Rayleigh waves

The waves that propagate near the material surface are the Rayleigh waves or R-

waves [5, 31, 40, 54]. Nowacki [40] presented a mathematical deduction for R-waves and

the relation of its velocity to the volumetric waves considering temperature coupling with

strain fields. However, it is possible to obtain mathematically such waves even without

considering the temperature-strain field coupling.

The velocity equation of the R-wave obtained without considering heat changes and

temperature/strain field coupling, is described as

c3R
cS

+ 4
c3S
cR

= 4cR

(
c3S

(
1

c2R
− 1

c2P

)1/2(
1

c2R
− 1

c2S

)1/2

+ cS

)
. (2.26)

The cR velocity is given by the positive real root of the above equation, that depends only

of the cP and cS velocities, and is smaller than such velocities. A good approximation is
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given by [42,56]

cR =
0.862 + 1.14ν

1 + ν
cS. (2.27)

2.3 Thermoelastic waves detection by photothermal

mirror method

2.3.1 Theory

The Photothermal Mirror (PTM) method is a remote pump-probe technique used

for the characterization of thermal, optical and mechanical properties of solids and liquids

[21–23,59–70]. Two nearly collinear laser beams are placed on the surface of the sample as

shown in Fig. 2.5. An excitation beam is used to induce local heating of the material. The

thermal gradient induces a thermal expansion (or contraction) that results in a surface

deformation of the sample. Surface deformation acts as an optical element causing a

phase shift to a probe laser beam, which is propagated over a long distance and detected

by a photodetector-pinhole assembly. The sensor detects only the intensity variation in

the center of the probe laser beam defined by the size of a circular apperture [21,59].

Probe beam

Excitation beam

Air Sample

z
=
0

z1p

�1p

�0e

�0p

z

Figure 2.5: Schematics of the Photothermal Mirror (PTM) method showing the position of the
sample in relation to the excitation and probe beams. z1p is the distance between the focus
of the probe beam (with radius ω0p) and sample surface, ωe is the radius of the excitation
beam at the surface of the sample, ω1p the radius of the probe beam on the surface of the
sample.

When the excitation beam excites the sample, which is submerged in a non-absorptive

fluid (air, water, noble gas, etc.), part of the energy is reflected and part absorbed by the

material. Light absorption is converted into thermal energy inducing a local increase in

temperature. Due to thermal contact with the fluid, thermal energy is also transferred

from the sample to the fluid surrounding by thermal conduction. The temperature vari-
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ation in both media can be described by the solution of the heat diffusion equation [64](
∇2 − 1

DT i

∂

∂t

)
Ti(xj, t) = −Qi(xj, t)

DT i

, (2.28)

where i = s for sample and i = f for the fluid. DT i = ki/(ρiCpi) is the thermal diffusivity,

ki is the thermal conductivity, ρi is the mass density, and Cpi is the specific heat. Ti(xj, t)

is the temperature change in the material and Qi(xj, t) is the heat source.

The source term of Eq. (2.28) depends on the radial and temporal profile of the

excitation laser beam used, and on the optical absorption at the excitation wavelength.

Here, a pulsed laser beam with a Gaussian radial profile, mode TEM00, is used. Optical

absorption of the material follows Beer’s law, that is, the intensity of the laser beam

decays exponentially along the depth of the sample. Here, the use of the cylindrical

coordinates is convenient due to the axial symmetry of the beam. Assuming that the

sample is positioned in the half space z ≥ 0 and centered on r = 0, the source term for

the sample can be approximated to have a radial and temporal Gaussian distribution of

energy [22,23],

Qs(r, z, t) =
2Q0s exp

[
−
(

2r2

ω2
e

+ βsz + (t−ξp)2
τ2p

)]
τp
√
π [1 + erf(ξp/τp)]

, (2.29)

since it is a good approximation compared to the experimental radial and temporal profiles

of the pulse [22,23]. ωe is the excitation beam radius on sample surface, βs is the optical

absorption coefficient of sample, τp is the pulse width, ξp = 3τp is the time of maximum

irradiance of the pulse, and erf(x) the error function. Q0s = 2En(1−Rs)βsφ/(Cpsρsπω
2
e ),

En is the laser pulse energy, Rs is the sample surface reflection, φ is the fraction of optical

energy converted into heat [23]. As the fluid is considered non-absorbing, βf = 0 and

consequently Qf = 0.

The expression for the temperature variation in the sample and the fluid can be

obtained with the use of the integral transforms, with approximations for the source

term and also on the thermal coupling [22, 23, 59, 64]. The initial condition assumes that

there is no temperature variation in the sample and in the fluid before the laser pulse, i.e.,

Ti(r, z, 0) = 0. For the boundary conditions, it is assumed that there is heat exchange with

the fluid at the sample/fluid interface and the sample is radially infinite as compared to

the radial extension of the temperature variation, i.e., ks∂Ts(r, z = 0, t)/∂z = kf∂Tf(r, z =

0, t)/∂z and Ti(r →∞, z, t) = 0 respectively.

The temperature rise causes a stress and strain state in the sample inducing a

deformation that is described by the solution of the Navier-Stokes thermoelastic equation

[40]

(λ+ 2µl)∇2~u+ (λ+ µl)∇× (∇× ~u) = γm∇Ts + ρs
∂2~u

∂t2
. (2.30)
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As seen in Section 2.2, the solution of this equation is not trivial. Solutions are

often obtained by approximating the heat source term or even by using quasi-static ap-

proximation [22,39,40,59]. The mechanical coupling between the sample and the air can

be neglected due to the large impedance mismatch5 between the two media.

The deformation generated by the increase of temperature in the sample and the

resulting generated waves are detected by the probe laser that is incident on the surface

of the sample collinear to the excitation beam. The surface of the sample is located at a

distance z1p from the focus of the probe beam, which has radius ω0p. The radius of the

probe beam at the sample surface is ω1p. The surface deformation causes a phase shift of

the probe beam that can be described as

ΦTM(r, t) =
4π

λp
[uz(r, z = 0, t)], (2.31)

where λp is the wavelength of the probe beam in the medium between the surface of the

sample and the detector.

After being reflected from the sample surface, the probe beam is propagated to a

sensor located at a distance z2p from the sample surface. The sensor is coupled to a

pinhole which ensures only monitoring of the center of the probe beam. The intensity

variation of the probe beam detected at the sensor due to the phase change generated

by the deformation can be mathematically described using the Fresnel integral for the

propagation of the electric field with the far field approximation [28,72].

S(t) =

∣∣∣∣∫ ∞
0

2r

ω2
1p

exp

[
− (1 + iV )

r2

ω2
1p

− iΦTM(r, t)

]
dr

∣∣∣∣2 , (2.32)

where V = z1p/zcp + zcp/z2p (1 + (z1p/zcp)2) and zcp is the confocal distance of the probe

beam.

The expression (2.32) connects directly the theory with the experimental data, giving

information on the optical, mechanical and thermal properties of the sample. Eq. (2.32)

can be evaluated numerically using the calculated surface deformation field uz(r, z = 0, t).

Additional phase shift to the probe beam as a consequence of the thermal lens effect

created in the surrounding air by heat coupling to the sample, or the influence of the

temperature dependence of the physical properties of the samples on the signal, can be

safely neglected for the experiments performed in this study.

5The impedance of an acoustic medium is defined by Zi = ρici, where the index i represents de the
medium, ρi the mass density, and ci the longitudinal or transversal velocity of the wave [71]. For air, the
impedance is Zair = 409.783 Nsm−3 and Zcooper = 4.135× 107 Nsm−3, for cooper.

The amplitude reflectance of the waves from the metal to the air is defined by R = (Zmetal −
Zair)/Zmetal + Zair) [71]. For the examples for air and cooper, the reflectance is R = 0.99998.
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2.3.2 Results and discussion

The comparison between theory and experimental results is fundamental to verify

where the theory is experimentally valid and how does the experiments can be useful to

improve the theory. In throughout of this work all results are based on the experimental

configuration described as follows. The pump-probe configuration of the photothermal

mirror experiment is schematically described in Fig. 2.6. The pulsed laser (Q-switched

Nd:YAG laser; Quantel, Brilliant B at 532 nm, ξp = 45 ns and τp = 15 ns) is arranged al-

most collinear to the probe laser beam (He-Ne laser; Newport at 632.8 nm). The intensity

variation of the probe beam center after reflection was detected by a pinhole-laser line

filter-photodetector (Newport, Model 818BB-22) assembly in the far field. A digital os-

cilloscope (Tektronix, Model DPO 4102B) triggered by the photodiode (Newport, Model

818BB-22) recorded the data. Due to the wide frequency bandwidth (DC to 200 MHz) of

this homodyne detection method, both the fast transients, such as the propagation elastic

waves, and the slower thermal-diffusion-driven changes of the surface displacement can

be monitored by a single stand-off detector.

Figure 2.6: Experimental diagram for the PTM measurements. The pump and probe beam are
focused by biconvex lenses of focal lengths f. Experimental parameters are ωe = 130µm,
ω1p = 580µm, zcp = 3.3 cm, and z1p = 25.6 cm. The temperature of the samples was
298 K.

Experimental PTM signals were generated on copper (UNS C10100) and aluminum

(UNS A6061) disks of 1.6 cm in diameter and thickness L. The surface of the samples

were manually polished to a mirrored surface. The surface reflectance (Rs) of each sample

at 532 nm was obtained using a spectrophotometer (Perkin Elmer, Model Lambda 1050)

equipped with an integrating sphere (Labsphere, Model #150MM RSA ASSY) and the

results are shown in Table 2.1

Since the samples used in this work are metals, the optical absorption coefficient is

approximately in the order of 107 m−1 [23]. Thus, the incident light of the excitation beam

is absorbed in most part close to the sample surface. The Beer’s Law term, exp (−βsz), in

source term of heat diffusion equation, can be substituted by a Dirac Delta function, i.e.,

2δ(z)/βs [23,59], which simplifies the calculations requiring less computational processing

in the numerical evaluation of the PTM signal. All calculations performed during this work

are performed using this condition. Numerical comparisons for the temperature variation

under pulsed excitation considering different optical absorption coefficients were recently
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Table 2.1: Physical properties used in all numerical calculations throughout the work. The
velocities cP, cS e cR are calculated from the theoretical values of ρs, Y , and ν [73].

Parameters Cooper (UNS C10100) Aluminum (UNS A6061)

ks (Wm−1K−1) 387 155
ρs (kgm−3) 8887 2700
Cps (Jkg−1) 383 1020
αT (10−6K−1) 16.7 22.8
Y (GPa) 126 69

ν 0.338 0.331
Rs 0.61 0.92

Calculated velocities from ρs, Y , and ν

cP (ms−1) 4653 6165
cS (ms−1) 2302 3098
cR (ms−1) 2148 2888

studied [23], showing a good agreement for the approximation of surface absorption for

optical absorption coefficients greater than 107 m−1.

Temperature change, displacement, velocity fields can be obtained from numerical

calculations using finite element method (FEM). Intensity PTM signals also can be ob-

tained with additional computation using Fresnel integral. For this, the heat diffusion and

thermoelastic equations were solved using Comsol Multiphysics 4.3b software. The

model was constructed using an axially symmetric 2D geometry. The numerical calcula-

tions were performed considering the actual sample size, thermal coupling between the

sample and the air, and appropriate boundary and initials conditions. The parameters of

each sample used in each calculation are listed in Table 2.1.
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Figure 2.7: Time relationship between the temperature increase at z = 0 and r = 0, and the
temporal shape of the excitation laser beam pulse. The pulse width is set to τp = 15 ns,
the maximum irradiance time to ξp = 45 ns and energy to En = 40µJ. The parameters
used for the calculations are those of the copper sample, according to Table 2.1.
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Figure 2.7 shows the time relationship between temperature increase at r = 0 and

z = 0 and the temporal shape of the excitation laser beam pulse. It is observed that,

if the free parameters of the excitation laser pulse are set to τp = 15 ns and ξp = 45 ns,

the temperature reaches its maximum value in approximately t = 58 ns, i. e., after

approximately 89% of the total incident energy of pulse is delivered to the sample. The

temperature variation was obtained by means of numerical calculations for copper with

the physical properties as presented in Table 2.1 and a pulse with energy of 40µJ, which is

close to the maximum energy used in the experimental measurements carried out. Despite

the large temperature rise (approximately 80◦C), physical properties of the samples vary

about 6%, that is not enough to alter the physical state of the region radiated by the

pulse, ensuring thermoelastic regime.

Experimental PTM signals were generated on samples irradiating focused laser

pulses with energies varying from 10µJ to 50µJ. The PTM signals presented in Fig. 2.8

are the average of over 100 transients at a repetition frequency of 10 Hz. The time in-

terval between consecutive events is long enough6 for the sample to return to its original

state. The transients show the intensity change of the central portion of the continuous

probe beam reflected from the sample surface at the far field sensor. The energies and

experimental parameters are listed in the figures.

The PTM signal is a complex convolution of the probe beam wavefront distortion

caused by the surface displacement. Its shape can be quantitatively assessed by comparing

the experiments to the theoretical signal given by Eq. 2.32. The heat diffusion and the

thermoelastic equations were numerically evaluated by the finite element analysis (FEA)

method using the software Comsol Multiphysics 4.3b. The model was built in the

2D axisymmetric geometry and employed to solve Eq. 2.28 and Eq. 2.30 with a realistic

sample geometry assuming heat coupling from metal to air with appropriated boundary

and initial conditions, and the physical properties of the samples [73]. Numerical results

for uz(r, 0, t) are then used to calculate the probe beam wavefront distortion and the

PTM signal, Eq. 2.32. Continuous lines in Fig. 2.8 show the calculated PTM signals. The

numerical predictions are in good agreement with measurements, presented by circles. By

comparison, the calculated PTM signal without the inertia term in Eq. 2.30, known as

the quasi-static approximation [22], is also presented with dashed lines.

The laser pulse generates various thermoelastic waves that can be seen in Fig. 2.9

by assessing the FEA calculated radial vr(r, z, t) and axial vz(r, z, t) components of the

particle velocity field, with vj(r, z, t) = ∂uj(r, z, t)/∂t. The velocity fields represent the

wavefronts at successive times after the interaction. Soon after the pulse is absorbed,

mechanical waves are indistinguishable in the bulk of the sample. In the far field, just

6The interval of 100 ms between each transient is about 200 times longer than the time where the
sample reach the unperturbed state again. For comparison with Ref. [23], the time for the samples reach
the original state after excited by the approximately same conditions of this thesis are about 0.5 ms.
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Figure 2.8: Measured (circles) and FEA calculated (lines) PTM signal for (a-b) copper and (c)
aluminum metals with different thicknesses L. Dashed lines represent the FEA calculated
signal without the inertia term in Eq. 2.30. Vertical lines denote: the end of illumination
(tpulse), the return time of flight of the P-wave across the thickness of the plate (tP,2L),
and time at which the Rayleigh wave leaves the probed area (tRay). Physical properties
are listed in Table 2.1

.

before the P-wave reaches the opposite side of the illuminated surface, at 240 ns, for the

case presented in Fig. 2.9, separate wave-types clearly decouple and different types of the

elastic waves can be identified. Their propagation velocities (cP,cS,cR) are listed in Table

2.1. Before the time the P-wave reflects back to the illuminated surface at tP,2L = 2L/cP

(Fig. 2.8), only the surface propagating P-, S-, and R-waves distort the probing beam.

After this time, the multiply reflected (2P, 2S, 4P, . . . ) and mode converted bulk waves

(PS, 3PS, . . . ) arrive to the front surface additionally affecting the shape of the thermal

mirror. tRay in Fig. 2.8 labels the time tRay = (ωe +ω1p)/cR when the slowest propagating

surface waves, the R-waves originating from the far edge of the interaction zone, leave the

central part of the probing area. tpulse marks the end of illumination (tpulse ≈ 75 ns).

One can see from Fig. 2.8 that as long as the surface waves propagate within the

probed area, the modeled PTM signals conform to the measured ones if the inertial term

is included and largely deviate when this term is excluded. When the surface waves exit

the probing spot, the inclusion of the inertial term gives almost identical results as if

it was not taken into account. Furthermore, the bulk waves reflected from the opposite

surface does not affect the probing surface because their wavefronts are nearly parallel

with the surface and cause a large curvature displacement of the whole probing area. The

PTM method is almost insensitive to the uniform nanometer range out of plane motion

of the whole sample.
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Figure 2.9: Simulated velocity field time frames, vr(r, z, t) and vz(r, z, t), for copper with L =
1.20 mm.
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Figure 2.10: Simulated surface displacement for copper with L = 1.20 mm at different distances
r from the epicenter. Positive uz(r, 0, t) means outward displacement.
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Figure 2.10 shows the time dependence of the modeled (FEA calculated) surface

displacement, uz(r, 0, t), at different distances r from the epicenter. At the epicenter,

r = 0 and z = 0, heat is locally deposited by the pulse on the surface and thermal

expansion governs the displacement of the surface [9]. Large displacements of 7 nm are

created around the vicinity of the excitation area. Elastic waves are resolved away from

the epicenter as shown for r > 0.60 mm. For example, at r = 1.00 mm the surface

skimming P-wave arrives at about 250 ns. The R-wave follows between 400 ns and 600 ns,

and then the reflected bulk waves arrive. The outward P-wave displacement followed by

the inward phase of the R-wave is a clear signature of elastic waves generated by thermal

expansion [2, 3]. If the initial phase of the R-wave was outward, the dominating source

would be either ablation or radiation pressure, while the latter never dominates in metals.

The probe beam reflected from the sample senses the complex surface out of plane

deformation history displayed in Fig. 2.11. The illuminated area experiences a large,

long-lasting swelling that is responsible for the overall decrease of the PTM signal. Su-

perimposed on this dominating effect, different radial annuli of the probed beam can be

either focused (positive displacement slopes of the surface propagating waves) or dispersed

(negative slopes). This in turn leads to the increase or decrease of the intensity that passes

through the pinhole placed in front of the detector.

Figure 2.11: Simulated time evolution of the surface displacement of copper (L = 1.20 mm).

The spatial and temporal dependence of the propagation of the waves, and conse-

quently the deformation caused in the sample can be investigated as a function of the thick-

ness L. The surface deformation uz(0, 0, t) for four different thicknesses, L = 0.30 mm,

L = 0.43 mm, L = 0.90 mm, and L = 1.20 mm are shown in Fig 2.12. The times tP,nL in-

dicate the time that the P-wave needs to travel over the units of length nL of the sample.

The same notation is used for the S-waves. We can observe that for times shorter than

700 ns, the samples of thicknesses 0.90 mm and 1.20 mm do not present differences in the

behavior of the surface displacement in r = 0.

When the thickness of the sample decreases, the surface deformation uz(0, 0, t) be-

haves differently from that seen previously. The initial surface expansion is similar to the

thicker samples for times shorter than 200 ns. However, since a simultaneous arrival of the

fourth reflection of the P-wave, tP,4L, with the second reflection of the S-wave, tS,2L occurs,
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new bulging deformations can be observed. The times at which this deformation occurs

for a sample of L = 0.43 mm is about 370 ns and for the sample of L = 0.30 mm is 258 ns.

For times longer than 300 ns, we also observe that, for thinner samples with L = 0.43 mm

and L = 0.30 mm in thickness, the amplitude of deformation uz(0, 0, t) after the excitation

is larger than for the samples with thicknesses L = 0.90 mm and L = 1.20 mm. This larger

deformation amplitude may be due to the fact that, for smaller thicknesses, the samples

tend to undergo deformation due to thermal expansion and additionally a large bending.

This bending can be evaluated by constructing graphs of the deformation uz(0, L, t) on

the second surface (the surface opposite to the illuminated one) of the sample (Fig. 2.13).
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Figure 2.12: Surface deformation uz(0, 0, t) for different thicknesses L in cooper samples, with
parameters listed in Table 2.1.

Figure 2.13 shows the induced deformation on the back surface of sample (z = L)

at r = 0 as function of time, uz(0, L, t), for four sample thicknesses: L = 1.20 mm,

L = 0.90 mm, L = 0.43 mm, and L = 0.30 mm. For the largest ones, L = 0.90 mm and

L = 1.20 mm, we observe that the induced bending is smaller than 0.5 nm, indicating

that it does not effectively influence the sample surface deformation at z = 0. For times

smaller than 700 ns we observe only the P and S-waves arrivals for L = 1.20 mm, with

times tP,L and tS,L, respectively. Also, for L = 0.90 mm, we can observe the first arrival

of the P and S-waves with arrival times tP,L, tS,L and the second arrival of the P-wave

with time arrival tP,3L. We can also observe that the second arrival of P-wave on the

opposite surface does not causes significant deformation for the sample with thickness

L = 0.90 mm. For L = 0.43 mm and L = 0.30 mm, P-waves first arrivals are observed in

times shorter than 100 ns. The second arrival of S-wave in L surface is also observed for

times shorter than 700 ns, with time tS,3L. The deformation increases over time, which

explains the bend caused in the sample, and that significantly influences the time evolution

of the deformation of the illuminated surface of the sample.

Numerical calculations of wavefront velocity fields for thickness L = 0.43 mm are
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Figure 2.13: Back surface deformation uz(0, L, t) for different thicknesses L in cooper samples,
with the parameters listed in Table 2.1. Positive values represent back surface z = L
contraction.

shown in Fig. 2.14. It is noted that the length of the wave cPtpulse is comparable to

the thickness of the sample, and the bulk waves arrive at the back surface of sample

before being decoupled, causing reflections and interference that affects the deformations

generated on both surfaces.7 Such deformation can be observed along the radial length (r-

axis) as a function of time on the sample surface (z = 0) (Fig. 2.15). These waves also have

influence on the R-waves propagation along the sample surface for points r > 0.30 mm.

Another important detail is the amplitude increasing of the deformation over time. This

increase in the amplitude is due to the bending caused by the temperature increasing in

the sample, and is bigger when the thickness of the sample decreases, as seen in Fig. 2.13.

The wavefronts behavior within and on the surface of the sample is even more com-

plex with the decrease of the sample thickness. Figure 2.16 shows the wavefronts velocity

fields for L = 0.30 mm. We can observe that the wavefronts are not distinguishable and

that they interfere as they propagate within the sample, causing, in a general form, a

very complex propagation for all subsequent reflections. These interferences, added to

the bending caused by the small sample thickness, result in the pattern of deformations

shown in Fig. 2.17 at z = 0 along r. The increase in the amplitude of the deformation is

more pronounced when compared to the sample with L = 0.43 mm, and the oscillations

over time become more amplified.

All complexity shown in the previous figures for the velocity fields and consequently

for the surface deformations along the entire sample, affect how the wavefront phase of the

probe beam changes. To analyze the caused effects, numerical calculations using equation

(2.32) were performed for the surface deformation uz(r, 0, t) for different thicknesses and

the results are presented in Fig. 2.18.

7In such cases, the displacement field can be better described in terms of Lamb’s waves [74].
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Figure 2.14: Simulated velocity field time frames, vr(r, z, t) and vz(r, z, t), for copper with
L = 0.43 mm.
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Figure 2.15: Simulated surface displacement for copper with L = 0.43 mm at different distances
r from the epicenter. Positive uz(r, 0, t) means outward displacement.
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Figure 2.16: Simulated velocity field time frames, vr(r, z, t) and vz(r, z, t), for copper with
L = 0.30 mm.
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Figure 2.17: Simulated surface displacement for copper with L = 0.30 mm at different distances
r from the epicenter. Positive uz(r, 0, t) means outward displacement.
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Figure 2.18: Normalized numeric PTM signal, as function of time for cooper samples, with
different thicknesses L.

As already observed for the deformations at z = 0 and z = L, the intensity behavior

of the probe beam in the photodetector for the sample L = 0.90 mm should be similar to

that of the sample with L = 1.20 mm. For L = 0.43 mm, the transient behavior is slightly

different compared to the thicker samples and can be observed in the experimental results

presented in Fig. 2.8. The slight change in amplitude and shape for times longer than

300 ns is caused by the larger deformation over time due to the bending caused in the

sample and the interferences of the wavefronts that affect the surface deformation. For

L = 0.30 mm an even larger amplitude is noted for 200 < t < 300 ns. The valleys and

peaks in this transient form a set of periodic oscillations, a fact that is probably linked to

the interferences generated very quickly by the reflections on both surfaces of the sample.

2.4 Conclusion

We have shown that the applicability of the photothermal mirror method can be

extended to visualize laser induced thermoelastic waves generated locally and propagating

within metals. Heat deposition by the pulse launches bulk and surface waves and gener-

ates large surface swelling of the sample under the excitation area. Numerical solutions of

the coupled heat diffusion and thermoelastic equations predict the detected photothermal

mirror signal for copper and aluminum samples. Velocity field calculations show the mov-

ing wavefronts of various types of elastic waves inside the samples. Wavefront distribution

is complex short after the pulse and decouples further in time evidencing internal reflec-

tion at the facets of the samples. The surface propagating waves, especially the Rayleigh

wave, significantly affect the photothermal mirror signal, while the multiply reflected bulk

waves only gently perturb the probed surface. The detection of elastic waves on top of
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the large bulge enables characterization of thermal and also elastic properties of opaque

solids. The thickness dependence on wave propagation within the samples shows that for

thinner samples, i. e., the length of the P waves is comparable to the thickness of the

sample, sample bending and multiple interference among the waves occur, modifying the

PTM signal when compared to the thicker ones.
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Chapter 3
Quantitative assessment of radiation force

effect at the dielectric air-liquid interface1

In this chapter, we induce nanometer-scale surface deformation by exploiting mo-

mentum conservation of the interaction between laser light and dielectric liquids. The

effect of radiation force at the air-liquid interface is quantitatively assessed for fluids with

different density, viscosity and surface tension. The imparted pressure on the liquids by

continuous or pulsed laser light excitation is fully described by the Helmholtz electromag-

netic force density.

3.1 Introduction

The correct form of the momentum of light within dielectric materials and the

effects caused by the radiation forces when light passes through adjacent media have

been extensively debated for over a century [11–19]. Although the radiation pressure

effects were predicted in 1871 [75], and experimentally observed in 1900 [76], a dilemma

was created by controversial interpretations of the theories proposed by Minkowski in

1908 [77] and Abraham in 1909 [78] to explain the energy-momentum tensor of light.

The history of the Abraham-Minkowski dilemma is intimately linked to the difficulties in

sensing and interpreting the effects produced by radiation forces, which led to erroneous

1This chapter is totally reproduced from Capeloto, O. A. et al. ”Quantitative assessment of ra-
diation force effect at the dielectric air-liquid interface”. Scientific Reports 6, 20515 (2016); doi:
10.1038/srep20515, with the permission of Nature Publishing Group. The authorization letter is indexed
in Appendix A.2
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interpretations favoring one of the theories. This is based on the fact that both momentum

descriptions have simple forms when light is incident from free space on a transparent

and non-dispersive dielectric medium; Minkowski predicts a momentum in the medium

proportional to its refractive index (n) and the photon momentum in the vacuum (p0) as

pM = np0, while Abraham predictions is in the form pA = p0/n. p0 = U/c, U is the energy

of light and c is the speed of light. The Minkowski-Abraham controversy has theoretically

been resolved by the correct division of momentum between field and medium [11].

Early experimental investigations pursued answers to the dilemma, and continued to

shed light on to this controversy. A number of reviews discuss these early experiments in

details [11–19], although the conclusions derived favor either theory. For instance, Jones

and coauthors [79] showed that a mirror submerged in a medium experiences a force con-

sistent with each photon having the Minkowski momentum. Ashkin and Dziedzic [80]

demonstrated that focused laser pulses created deformations of the water-air interface;

the surface of the liquid experienced a net force outward from the water as predicted

by Minkowski. Although, it was later assessed that the bulging of the liquid was also

influenced by radial electrostriction forces [18, 81]. Walker and coauthors [82] measured

the torque exerted on a disk suspended on a torsion pendulum. The experiments provide

evidence in favor of the Abraham form. Zhang and coauthors [83] performed experiments

based on Ashkin and Dziedzic [80] scheme. They show the interplay between Minkowski

and Abraham forces illuminating water or mineral oil. On initial inspection, experimental

results may appear to be in favor of one of the formulations. However, detailed analysis

demonstrates explicitly and directly the equivalence of a number of different energy mo-

mentum tensors, provided the accompanying material tensor is taken into account [11,16].

Yet there has been so far only limited qualitative experimental tests of our understanding

of radiative transfer between electromagnetic radiation and dielectric media. Quantitative

measurements of the effects of radiation forces on dielectric media have attracted large

interest with the advent of optical manipulation of micro-particles in fluid media and its

potential application in biological systems.

Recently, Astrath and coauthors [28] measured surface deformation at the interface

air-water generated by continuous and pulsed laser excitations using the photomechani-

cal mirror (PM) method. The displacement caused by radiation forces was quantitatively

described by the theory using the Helmholtz force density. The former experiment is a sig-

nificant contribution to understanding of dynamics and momentum transfer in dielectric

systems. The imparted pressure was found to have the same form as that using Minkowski

momentum conservation at the interface between the dielectrics; a counterpart that could

be though as propagating with the electromagnetic wave, the Abraham momentum, and

that which is deposited locally in the material. The former statement would agree with

running theories solving the controversial points of view regarding Abraham-Minkowski

momentum formulations; this identifies the Abraham momentum as the kinetic momen-
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tum and the Minkowski momentum as the canonical momentum [11]. Here, we measure

precisely nanometer scale surface deformation using the photomechanical mirror method

for a systematic study to assess quantitatively the effect of radiation force at the air-liquid

interface of fluids with different physical properties. Additional measurements are per-

formed to test Zhang’s observations on the interplay between Abraham and Minkowski

momenta.

3.2 Forces at a dielectric interface

The ponderomotive forces acting on a dielectric subjected to a non-uniform electric

field can be written in terms of the stress tensor σik and the momentum density Gi in the

form [84]

fi =
∑
k

∂σik
∂xk
− ∂Gi

∂t
. (3.1)

For a dielectric fluid in the absence of free charge and current, the momentum density is
~G = ~E × ~H/c2 and σik is given by

σik = −1

2
ε0E

2

[
εr − ρ

(
∂εr
∂ρ

)
T

]
δik + ε0εrEiEk. (3.2)

The first term in Eq. 3.2 accounts for electrostriction. Eq. 3.2 leads to a force density [18,

78,84]

~f = −1

2
ε0 〈E〉2∇εr +

1

2
ε0∇

[
ρ

(
∂εr
∂ρ

)
T

〈E〉2
]

+
εr − 1

c2
∂

∂t

(
~E × ~H

)
. (3.3)

~E and ~H describe the electric and magnetic fields, ε0 is the permittivity in vacuum, ρ is

the mass density and εr = ε/ε0 is the relative permittivity of the medium.

The first term in Eq. 3.3 appears in both Minkowski and Abraham energy-momentum

tensor formulations. This force acts where relative permittivity presents spatial variation.

The second term accounts for the deformation (electrostriction) caused by the field inho-

mogeneity. The last term is known as the Abraham force density. This term is supposed

to average to zero at optical frequencies and can be neglected in our model. In our ex-

periments, the Abraham and Minkowski expression for the force are identical. This fact

makes the Minkowski tensor, with the inclusion of the electrostriction term, an attractive

formulation for experiments in optics [16, 85]. Thus, Eq. 3.3 reduces to the Helmholtz

force [84, 86].

Here, we are considering a laser beam normally incident from air onto a flat surface
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of a dielectric liquid. The pressure P imparted by the surface force can be calculated by

integrating the normal component of ~f across the interface air/liquid as

Pin =

∫ +δ

−δ

1

2
ε0
〈
E‖
〉2 ∂

∂z

[
ρ

(
∂εr
∂ρ

)
T

− εr
]

dz. (3.4)

〈
E‖
〉2

= Tel 〈Einc〉2 is the electric field tangential to the surface of the liquid, Tel =

4n/(n + 1)2 is the transmission coefficient, and Einc is the incident electric field. In the

limit of δ → 0, Eq. 3.4 results in a pressure Pin pushing the surface inwards as

Pin =
1

2
ε0
〈
E‖
〉2
ρ

(
∂εr
∂ρ

)
T

− 1

2
ε0
〈
E‖
〉2

(εr − 1) . (3.5)

The first term in Eq. 3.5 is the surface contribution of the electrostriction force, and the

second term is numerically as the radiation pressure defined in the Minkowski momentum

transfer formulation.

The radial volume electrostriction force is

fr,V =
1

2
ε0
∂

∂r

[
ρ

(
∂εr
∂ρ

)
T

〈
E‖
〉2]

, (3.6)

which counterbalances the inward displacement of the surface by the hydrostatic pressure

Pout [18, 28,87]

Pout =
1

2
ε0 ρ

(
∂εr
∂ρ

)
T

〈
E‖
〉2
. (3.7)

It leads to an overall pressure that elevates the surface of the liquid as [87]

P (r, t) = Pin − Pout = −2

c

(
n− 1

n+ 1

)
I (r, t) . (3.8)

The field intensity is I (r, t) = ε0cn 〈Einc〉2. In fact, the volume contribution of the elec-

trostriction is canceled out by its surface contribution [85], and surface deformation is

described by that due to the Minkowski-Abraham term as well as those due to grav-

ity and surface tension [19, 85]. P (r, t) is an outward pressure effectively expanding the

fluid, which is equivalent to assuming that the averaged momentum per photon is given

by the Minkowski momentum [18] as the total propagating momentum. However, the

Minkowski momentum can be thought as a sum of the Abraham momentum and the

mechanical momentum of the medium [16,85].

3.2.1 Surface deformation due to radiation forces

The pressure imparted on the liquid causes the displacement of its surface. Assuming

that thermal effects caused by the laser absorption in the liquid is negligible for the over-
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all surface deformation, the deformation can be calculated by solving the Navier-Stokes

equation with appropriated boundary conditions. We used the finite element analysis

(FEA) method for the numerical calculations using the software Comsol Multiphysics

4.3b with the ”Laminar Two-Phase Flow, Moving Mesh” module for incompressible flow.

This model solves the following equation

ρ
∂~v

∂t
+ ρ (~v · ∇)~v = −∇P + µ∇2~v + ~F . (3.9)

~v describes the flow velocity, P is the pressure, µ is the dynamic viscosity, and ~F is the

volume force. The pressure P (r, t) acts on the surface at z = 0 parallel to the excitation

beam. A complete FEA description is presented in Ref. [28]. The intensity distributions

of the Gaussian excitation beams, continuous-wave and pulsed, modeled here are

Icw(r) =
2Pe

πω2
e

e−2r
2/ω2

e (3.10)

for the cw excitation, and

Ipulsed(r, t) =
2En

t0πω2
e

e−2r
2/ω2

e e−(t−ξp)
2/τ2p (3.11)

for the pulsed excitation [24]. τp is the pulse width, ξp is the time to the maximum irradi-

ance for the Gaussian pulse, t0 = τp
√
π[1+erf(ξp/τp)]/2 is a normalization parameter, En

and Pe are the pulse laser energy and continuous laser power, respectively, and ωe is the

radius of the excitation beam in the sample. The model was built in the 2D axisymmetric

geometry. The external pressure and surface tension acts on the boundary condition of the

free surface. The gravity vector enters the force term as ~F = ρ g ẑ with g = 9.79 ms−2 (as

measured locally). Realistic sample geometry was considered (a = 30 mm and L = 8 mm).

The surface displacement along the z-direction, uz (r, z = 0, t), is calculated and the re-

sults are used to generate the numerical simulations for the PM signal. This process is

described below.

3.3 Photomechanical mirror

The pump-probe PM method uses one laser to irradiate the sample normal to its

surface and a low-irradiance laser to probe the sample’s surface deformation. This is

performed by measuring the on-axis intensity variation of the central portion of the probe

beam reflected off of the sample surface at the far-field. The symmetrical inward/outward

displacement of the fluid surface converges/diverges, respectively, the probe beam at the

detector, increasing/diminishing the signal at the detector. The experimental apparatuses

used in this work are illustrated in Fig. 3.1 for continuous and pulsed excitation.
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Figure 3.1: Experimental diagram for photomechanical mirror measurements. Continuous or
pulsed excitation beams were focused on the sample surface. A continuous laser was
arranged almost collinear to the excitation beam to probe the deformation of the liquid
surface. The intensity variation of the probe beam center after reflection was detected
by a pinhole-laser line filter-photomultiplier (PMT) assembly in the far-field. A digital
oscilloscope triggered by the photodiode (PD) recorded the data at a repetition frequency
of 10 Hz for the pulsed experiments and 100 Hz for the continuous. The apparatus was
set up in separated actively damped optical tables to eliminate mechanical vibration on
the liquid surface. The temperature of the samples was (298.15± 0.01) K. A detailed
description of the experiment is presented in the Section 3.4.

The deformation of the sample surface produces a phase shift to the reflected probe

beam given by [28]

ΦPM (r, t) =
4π

λp
uz (r, z = 0, t) , (3.12)

where λp is the probe beam wavelength. Considering only the center of the probe beam

spot at the detector plane in the far-field region, and using Fresnel diffraction theory, the

relative intensity signal S (t) results in [28]

S (t) =

∣∣∣∣∫ ∞
0

2r

ω2
1p

exp

[
− (1 + iV )

r2

ω2
1p

− iΦPM(r, t)

]
dr

∣∣∣∣2 , (3.13)

where V = z1p/zcp +zcp[(z1p/zcp)2 +1]/z2p, zcp is the confocal distance of the probe beam,

z1p is the distance from the probe beam waist to the sample, z2p is the distance between

the sample and the detector, and ω1p the radius of the probe beam at the sample surface.

Eq. 3.13 can be evaluated numerically. The calculation of S (t) requires the determination

of uz (r, z = 0, t) considering all the effects of the radiation forces in the liquid.

Several calculated surface deformation and PM transient signals in Figs. 3.2 (cw)

and 3.3 (pulsed) illustrate the effects of density, dynamic viscosity and surface tension on

uz (r, z = 0, t) and S (t). All the other parameters used in the simulations are those of

water (Table 3.1). Figs. 3.2 and 3.3 (a)-(c) present the actual motion of the liquid surface

at a fixed time considering different physical properties. Under continuous excitation,

Fig. 3.2, the liquid surface rises with time reaching a maximum deformation of a few

nanometers at the center of the excitation laser beam. Symmetrical waves propagate on

the surface and also contribute to the convoluted intensity signal observed at the detector.
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Table 3.1: Physical properties of the liquids used in the simulations [28,88–96].a Experimentally
obtained (Anton-Paar, Density meter DMA5000). b Experimentally obtained (Brookfield,
Rheometer DV-III). c Experimentally obtained (Atago, Digital Refractometer RX-5000,
589 nm).

Sample Mass Dynamic Surface Refractive
density viscosity tension index
kg m−3 cP mN m−1

Ethanol 803.4 1.081 21.9 1.36
Ethylene glycol 1113.0 16.75 48.0 1.45
Nujol 864.5a 109.80b 32.0 1.46c

Water 998.2 0.893 72.0 1.33
0.053 wt% Brij 998.2 1.04± 0.06b 38± 2 1.33
0.01 wt% Brij 998.2 1.04± 0.06b 39± 2 1.33
0.005 wt% Brij 998.2 1.04± 0.06b 41± 1 1.33
0.001 wt% Brij 998.2 1.04± 0.06b 47.7± 0.9 1.33
0.0001 wt% Brij 998.2 1.04± 0.06b 57± 2 1.33
0.00001 wt% Brij 998.2 1.04± 0.06b 69± 3 1.33
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Figure 3.2: Evolution of liquid surface deformation under continuous excitation at fixed time
varying (a) ρ–density, (b) µ–dynamic viscosity, and (c) γ–surface tension. The excitation
beam radius and power were ωe = 107µm and Pe = 2 W, respectively, ω1p = 1264µm, and
V = 27.5. (d)-(f) show the corresponding PM transient signal calculated using Eq. 3.13,
S (t) /S (0).

When excited by a pulse, Fig. 3.3, a sharp peak appears on the surface of the liquid

a few µs after irradiation and is rapidly dispersed. The probe beam senses the entire

region affected by the excitation laser, and the complex reflection pattern of the probe

beam just out of the sample propagates to the detector plane. The intensity variation

measured at the center of the probe beam in the far-field has a convoluted contribution

from all the surface waves created on the liquid.

Figures 3.2 and 3.3 (d)-(f) show the effect of these properties on the calculated
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Figure 3.3: Evolution of liquid surface deformation under pulsed excitation at fixed time varying
(a) ρ–density, (b) µ–dynamic viscosity, and (c) γ–surface tension. The excitation beam
radius and energy were ωe = 107µm and En = 1mJ, respectively, ω1p = 1264µm, and
V = 27.5. (d)-(f) show the corresponding PM transient signal calculated using Eq. 3.13,
S (t) /S (0).

PM transient signal. Higher density generates transients reaching the steady-state at

longer times affecting slightly the amplitude signal under cw and pulsed excitations. A

modification in dynamic viscosity alters the shape of the transient curves, mainly at short

times. Although higher viscosity takes longer to achieve the steady-state it does not affect

its final amplitude signal. Surface tension, on the other hand, affects the amplitude signal

and its build-up time. The lower the surface tension, the stronger the amplitude signal.

3.4 Methods

Experimental diagram for photomechanical mirror measurements are described as

follows: Continuous or pulsed laser excitations are provided by TEM00 beams with an op-

tically pumped semiconductor laser (Coherent, Verdi G7, 532 nm) or a Q-switched pulsed

Nd:YAG with second harmonic TEM00 laser operating at 532 nm (Quantel, Brilliant B,

pulse width of 15 ns), respectively. The excitation beams were focused on the sample

surface using a f = 0.75 m focal length lens (L1). A 30 mW continuous TEM00 He-Ne

laser at 632.8 nm (Melles Griot, Model 25-LHR-151-249), almost collinear to the excita-

tion beam (γ < 1◦), focused by lens L2 (f = 0.30 m), was used to probe the deformation

of the sample surface. The intensity variation of the probe beam center after reflection

was detected by a pinhole-laser line filter-photomultiplier (PMT) assembly in a far field

(approximately 6.8 m from the sample surface). The laser line filter is used to prevent

the excitation laser beam and ambient light from being detected by the photomultiplier

tube (Hamamatsu, Model R928). The PMT was biased with a high voltage power supply

(Newport, Model 70706). A digital oscilloscope (Tektronix, Model DPO4102B) recorded
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the data. Partial reflections from the excitation beams were used to trigger the oscillo-

scope by the photodiode PD (Newport, Model 818-BB-22) at a repetition frequency of

10 Hz for the pulsed experiments and 100 Hz for the continuous. A mechanical chopper

(Thorlabs, Model MC2000) was used to modulate the continuous excitation. To elimi-

nate mechanical vibration on the liquid surface, the excitation lasers, chopper and the

motorized (Thorlabs, Model ZST213) alignment mirrors (MM1 and MM2) were placed

in separated actively damped optical tables, as shown in the details (dashed lines). A

heating unit and a temperature controller (Lakeshore, Model 340) were used to set the

samples temperature to (298.15± 0.01) K . The excitation and probe beam radii were

measured with a beam profiler (Thorlabs, Model BP104-UV) and a beam profile camera

(Coherent, Model Lasercam HR). Laser energy and power were measured using a pyro-

electric energy sensor (Thorlabs, Model ES120C) and a power meter (Spectra-Physics,

Model 407A), respectively.

Samples with different physical properties were chosen for the experiments; Ethanol

(99.9%), Nujol (99.5%), Ethylene glycol (99.5%), and aqueous solutions of 0.053 wt%

to 0.00001 wt% Brij 35 [CH3(CH2)11(OCH2CH2)23OH, polyoxyethylene 23 lauryl ether].

Micellar solutions of Brij 35 were prepared by weighing the required amounts of Brij

35 in Milli-Q water. The samples were placed in a cylindrical quartz cuvette of radius

a = 30 mm and L = 8 mm high. The sample temperature was (298.15± 0.01) K. For

each sample, more than 100 transients were averaged and results for the photomechanical

mirror signals under continuous and pulsed laser excitations at 532 nm are presented in

Figs. 3.4 and 3.5. The transients show the intensity variation of the center of a continuous

probe beam laser reflected off of the liquid surface measured at the photomultiplier tube

(PMT) positioned in the far-field. Power and energy are listed in the figures. The laser

beam dimensions and experimental parameters for PM setup are showed in Table 3.2.

Table 3.2: Experimental parameters for PM setup.

Parameters Continuous excitation Pulsed excitation
z1p mm 290 290
z2p m 6.8 6.8
zcp mm 11.0 11.0
V 27.5 27.5
ξp ns 30
τp ns 15
ω1p µm 1290 1317
ωe µm 107 133
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Figure 3.4: PM signal under continuous, (a)-(c), and pulsed, (d)-(f), laser excitations at 532 nm
for Ethanol, Ethylene glycol, and Nujol. The transients show the intensity variation of the
center of a continuous probe beam laser reflected off of the liquid surface measured at the
photomultiplier tube (PMT) positioned in the far-field. Open symbols are experimental
data and continuous lines represent the numerical calculations using S (t) /S (0) , in which
S (0) is the signal at t = 0. The error bars for the experimental data are smaller than
0.2%.

3.5 Results and discussion

Samples with different physical properties were chosen for the experiments; Ethanol

(99.9%), Nujol (99.5%), Ethylene glycol (99.5%), and aqueous solutions of 0.053 wt%

to 0.00001 wt% Brij 35 [CH3(CH2)11(OCH2CH2)23OH, polyoxyethylene 23 lauryl ether].

Micellar solutions of Brij 35 were prepared by weighing the required amounts of Brij

35 in Milli-Q water. The samples were placed in a cylindrical quartz cuvette of radius

a = 30 mm and L = 8 mm high. The sample temperature was (298.15± 0.01) K. For

each sample, more than 100 transients were averaged and results for the photomechanical

mirror signals under continuous and pulsed laser excitations at 532 nm are presented in

Figs. 3.4 and 3.5. The transients show the intensity variation of the center of a continuous

probe beam laser reflected off of the liquid surface measured at the photomultiplier tube

(PMT) positioned in the far-field. Power and energy are listed in the figures. The laser

beam dimensions and experimental parameters for PM setup are showed in Supplementary

Table 3.2.

Figure 3.4 shows PM transient signals under continuous, (a)-(c), and pulsed, (d)-(f),

laser excitations for different powers and energy for Ethanol, Ethylene glycol, and Nujol.

In the continuous irradiation experiments, the probe beam intensity decreases with time

due to the elevation of the liquid. The surface distortion is always convex to the reflected

probe beam and the corresponding signal shows a decrease in probe intensity past the

pinhole at all times. As the viscosity of the samples has different order of magnitude,

different shapes of transients are observed, as predicted by Fig. 3.2 (e). For Ethanol, the

probe beam intensity decreases with time for a duration of less than 500µs and, subse-
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quently, a reduction in the signal towards a steady-state is observed. The same behavior

are not observed for the other samples. For the pulsed excitation, the radiation force

exerted in the liquid by the pulse is much shorter than the transient signal (pulse width

was 15 ns). The PM sensor measures the surface wave propagating after the laser pulse.

During pulsed irradiation, the surface first produces a convex column. For liquids with

higher viscosity (µ > 10 cP) the column return for the initial condition without creating

a concave surface. However, for ethanol (µ < 10 cP), the column subsequently collapses

causing a concave surface perturbation to the probe beam. This behavior corresponds to

the probe laser power initially decreasing then increasing past the pinhole. The behavior

observed in the experimental data also can be ascertained by the numerical simulations,

as described in Fig. 3.3 (e).
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Figure 3.5: PM signal under continuous laser excitation at 532 nm for aqueous micellar solu-
tions of Brij 35. Open symbols are experimental data and continuous lines represent the
numerical calculations using S (t) /S (0). Inset shows the surface tension obtained from all
numerical calculations (gray squares) and steady-state fits (open circles).

Continuous lines in Figs. 3.4 show the calculated PM signals. The numerical predic-

tions are in excellent agreement for both the continuous and pulsed excitation transients.

In fact, it shows quantitatively that the effects of radiation forces in liquids can be fully

described by Eq. 3.8. The physical properties of the samples used to calculate the PM

signals are listed in Supplementary Table 3.1.

Figure 3.5 shows the effect of micellar solutions of Brij 35 on the surface tension

of water under continuous excitation. The pattern shown on the transient curves by the

addition of Brij resemble that presented in Figs. 3.2 (f) for different surface tensions.

This is, in fact, the effect that the Brij has on water; a reduction of surface tension
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with increasing micellar content, as presented in the inset. The continuous lines are the

calculated PM signals using the parameters listed in Table 3.1. The only parameter

susceptible to changes in the micellar solutions was the surface tension. It presented a

value close to that for pure water for very low content of Brij and decreased substantially

with increasing concentration of Brij.

The surface tension of the aqueous solutions can be analytically obtained from

steady-state analysis. As for the air-liquid interface, the radiation pressure is compensated

by the gravity and the Laplace force - the normal component of the interfacial tension

applied to the curved interface [97]. It is considered that the continuous light is normally

incident to the air-liquid interface at z = 0 from the air to the liquid filling the half space

of z < 0. The surface displacement u(~r) under the light radiation is given by the following

equation:

− γ∇2u(~r) + ρgu(~r) = p(~r). (3.14)

Here, γ is the surface tension and the pressure p(~r) for a cw Gaussian laser beam is

p(r) = − 4Pe

cπω2
e

(
n− 1

n+ 1

)
e
− 2r2

ω2
e . (3.15)

Equation 3.14 can be solved using Hankel integral transform as

u(r) =
Pe

cπ

(
n− 1

n+ 1

)∫ ∞
0

e−
1
8
α2ω2

e

γα2 + ρg
J0(αr)αdα. (3.16)

Jn(x) is the Bessel Function of the first kind. The time-independent surface displacement

can be used in the phase shift expression, Eq. 3.12, to calculate the signal, Eq. 3.13. From

regression analysis, the surface tension of the liquid can be retrieved from steady-state

signal. The results are presented in the inset of Fig. 3.5 and are in good agreement with

the ones obtained using the time-dependent signal calculated numerically.

In an attempt to replicate the findings reported by Zhang and coauthors [83], we have

performed experiments on water in air using unfocused excitation laser beam. We used a

large container of water, as described in Fig. 3.6, and large excitation beam radius. The

experimental parameters for these measurements are described in the caption of Fig. 3.6.

These parameters reproduce the exact conditions on which the fluid would be put to

motion during laser excitation and a cavitation should be seen on the water surface due

to Abraham momentum transfer as predicted by Zhang and coauthors [83]. The authors

state that neither the Abraham nor the Minkowski momentum is fundamental. Instead,

they would emerge depending on the fluid-mechanical response of the medium to the

light. With no motion, Minkowski momentum emerges; otherwise, Abraham momentum

appears.

Fig. 3.6 shows PM signals for two different excitation powers. The transients are
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Figure 3.6: PM signal under continuous laser excitation at 532 nm for water. Inset shows the
sample dimensions. The excitation laser beam is diverging inside the samples following
the equation ω(z) = ωe

√
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42 mm. The probe beam experimental parameters were: ω1p = 1600µm, z2p = 6.8 m, and
V = 30.7.
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the opposite as predicted by the authors. We can see a diverging signal that is, in fact,

due to an elevation of the fluid surface. We have also performed the experiments using

several different experimental parameters as well as different containers of water with

different volumes. In all the tests (not shown here), the transient signal resembles the

one presented in Fig. 3.6, i.e., an elevation of the surface of water during laser excita-

tion. Additionally, the theoretical predictions are in very good agreement for all the

experimental transients, as shown by the continuous lines in Fig. 3.6. For the numerical

calculations, we have considered the z-dependence on the excitation beam radius, ω(z), in

the expressions leading to the intensity signal, Eq. 3.13. For this, addition contribution to

the volume electrostriction force (fz,V) appears due to the z-dependence on the excitation

beam radius. This contribution is written as

fz,V =
1

2
ε0
∂

∂z

[
ρ

(
∂εr
∂ρ

)
T

〈
E‖
〉2]

. (3.17)

We emphasize that the PM configuration is very sensitive to very small phase shifts, which

leads no doubt on the transient signals observed in our experiments. These results show

that the overall effects observed are always an outward expansion of the fluid surface. For

comparison, we tried to verify the findings of the authors [83] by projecting the excitation

laser beam on the wall and taking pictures at different exposure times. The beam diameter

remained almost constant during laser excitation. This indicates that such a small phase

shift could not be precisely measured using their experimental approach. We believe the

PM method described here to be superior.

3.6 Conclusion

In conclusion, we have experimentally demonstrated the effect of radiation forces

in liquids with different physical properties. The numerical simulations are in excellent

agreement with our experimental results. The expression used for the imparted pressure

on the surface of the liquid from the Helmholtz force density, Eq. 3.3, has the same

form as that using Minkowski momentum. Different experimental parameters and liquid

volumes were tested and the results are all in agreement with the present theoretical

description of radiation forces. Although the experiments performed here are not capable

of discriminating between these two contributions, we have assessed that for all these

different materials and experimental configurations, Minkowski momentum transfer still

holds and describes the surface deformation observed. However, Minkowski formulation

could be as well regarded as the total momentum in the system; a sum of the momentum

which propagates with the electromagnetic wave, the Abraham momentum, and that

which is deposited locally in the material.
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Chapter 4
General Conclusion and Future Perspective

The advances recently made in the development of the photothermal methods have

opened a new way to look into localized effects created by laser excitation. In sum-

mary, we have shown that the applicability of the photothermal/photomechanical mirror

method can be extended to visualize laser induced thermoelastic waves in metals gener-

ated by light absorption and surface deformations at liquid/air interface induced solely

by electromagnetic momentum transfer between light and matter.

Using the photothermal mirror method, we were able to visualize laser induced

thermoelastic waves generated locally and propagating within metals. Heat deposition

by the pulse launches bulk and surface waves and generates large surface swelling of the

sample under the excitation area. Numerical solutions of the coupled heat diffusion and

thermoelastic equations and the experimental results were in complete agreement and

represented both the thermal diffusion of large amplitudes, long-lasting outward bulge,

and the released elastic waves. The velocity field calculations show the moving wavefronts

of various types of elastic waves inside the samples. The launched elastic waves propagate

on the surface and within the solids generating convoluted photothermal mirror signals

following the thermo-mechanical properties of the sample. The elastic waves are predicted

by numerical solution of the thermoelastic equation and have properties closely related to

the familiar elastic waves created by an isotropic point-expansion source on the surface

of solids. The influence of sample thickness on the surface deformation and photothermal

mirror signal was studied in detail.

Using the photomechanical mirror approach, we induced nanometer-scale surface

deformations by exploiting momentum conservation of the interaction between the laser

light and dielectric liquids, mitigating thermal effects. The method was employed for

a systematic study to assess quantitatively the effect of radiation force at the air-liquid

interface of fluids with different physical properties. Numerical simulations considering

the imparted pressure on the surface of the liquid from the Helmholtz force density were

in a good agreement with the experiments.
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We foresee further potential use of the photothermal/photomechanical methods for

applications in materials characterization, as light-induced elastic waves are ultimately

connected to the medium local optical and viscoelastic properties. In addition, volume

and surface momentum-driven elastic waves could be decoupled by using different exci-

tation beam geometry, for instance, by focusing or defocusing the excitation beam along

the sample thickness. This would allow for maximizing or minimizing the effects of ei-

ther radiation pressure imparted on the surface or electrostriction volume forces in the

materials allowing us to access the effects dependent on the optical force distribution.

Many studies can be done considering the techniques presented in this work. Ther-

moelastic waves induced in thinner samples by photothermal mirror technique has a good

potential on the study of thermal and mechanical properties of thin films. The prop-

agation of induced waves on the surface of metals can also be studied considering the

coupling of a metal with different liquids. Preliminary studies show a dependence of the

surrounding fluid on the waves that propagate in the system and consequently on the

obtained photothermal mirror signal.

The use of the photomechanical mirror technique, in addition to the important con-

tribution to the quantitative description of forces acting at the interface between dielectric

fluids and air, is still efficient in the physical characterization of different liquids, so that

studies considering temperature variations and different pressure conditions still deserve

attention.
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Appendix B
Electromagnetic forces at a dielectric fluid

The interaction of electromagnetic waves with a certain material can result different

physical phenomena such as heating [23], ionization [98], chemical reactions [99], and

other. Not less important, a material subject to electromagnetic waves also feels a force

due to such waves [84].

If the medium is at rest, subject to an variable electromagnetic field, the force per

unit volume ~f that the medium feels can be calculated using the relation of force with

the stress tensor σik [84]

fi =
∑
k

∂σik
∂xk
− ∂Gi

∂t
. (B.1)

For a dielectric fluid in the absence of free charge and current, the momentum density is
~G = ~E × ~H/c2, where ~E and ~H describe the electric and magnetic fields, and c is the

speed of light.

The stress tensor σik is the momentum flux density [84], e. g., is the sum of the

momentum of electromagnetic field and the matter. The second term is the rate of change

of the field momentum per unit volume.

For an electromagnetic field, the stress tensor σik has the contribution of an electric

part and a magnetic part. The electric and magnetic components of the stress tensor can

be obtained from thermodynamics relations between electric and magnetic fields with the

medium and a well explanation can be found in Ref. [84]1. The electromagnetic stress

tensor is written as [84]

1Other formulations for electromagnetic tensor are proposed by many authors resulting on different
forms for the expression of the force that acts on the dielectric. As further reading for more information,
consult Refs. [100] and [101].
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σik = −P0(ρ, T )δik −
1

2
ε0E

2

[
εr − ρ

(
∂εr
∂ρ

)
T

]
δik + εrε0EiEk (B.2)

− 1

2
µ0H

2

[
µr − ρ

(
∂µr

∂ρ

)
T

]
δik + µrµ0HiHk.

Here, P0 is the constant pressure at interface in absence of radiation forces, ε0 the electric

permittivity of vacuum, εr the relative electric permittivity, µ0 the magnetic permeability

of vacuum, µr the relative magnetic permeability, T the temperature, and ρ tha mass

density.

The expression of the force fi can be calculated replacing Eq. B.2 in B.1 to obtain

fi = −∂P0

∂xk
δik −

∂

∂xk

(
1

2
εrε0E

2

)
δik +

∂

∂xk

[
1

2
ε0E

2ρ

(
∂εr
∂ρ

)
T

]
δik +

∂

∂xk
(εrε0EiEk)

− ∂

∂xk

(
1

2
µrµ0H

2

)
δik +

∂

∂xk

[
1

2
µ0E

2ρ

(
∂µr

∂ρ

)
T

]
δik +

∂

∂xk
(µrµ0HiHk)

− ∂

∂t

~E × ~H

c2
, (B.3)

where the derivatives ∂
∂xk

(
1
2
$Λ2

)
δik, and ∂

∂xk
($ΛiΛk) is replaced by

∂

∂xk

(
1

2
$Λ2

)
δik = $Λk

(
∂Λk

∂xk

)
δik +

1

2
Λ2

(
∂$

∂xk

)
δik , (B.4)

and
∂

∂xk
($ΛiΛk) = Λi

[
∂ ($Λk)

∂xk

]
+$Λk

(
∂Λi

∂xk

)
, (B.5)

with $ = εrε0, Λ = E for electric field and $ = µrµ0, Λ = H for magnetic field.

Considering the fact that δik = 0 if i 6= k and δik = 1 if i = k, the Eq. B.3 is rewritten as

fi = − εrε0Ek

(
∂Ek
∂xi

)
− 1

2
ε0E

2

(
∂εr
∂xi

)
+

∂

∂xi

[
1

2
ε0E

2ρ

(
∂εr
∂ρ

)
T

]
+ Ei

[
∂ (εrε0Ek)

∂xk

]
+ εrε0Ek

(
∂Ei
∂xk

)
− µrµ0Hk

(
∂Hk

∂xi

)
− 1

2
µ0H

2

(
∂µr

∂xi

)
+

∂

∂xi

[
1

2
µ0H

2ρ

(
∂µr

∂ρ

)
T

]
+ Hi

[
∂ (µrµ0Hk)

∂xk

]
+ µrµ0Hk

(
∂Hi

∂xk

)
− ∂

∂t

~E × ~H

c2
,
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or

fi = − 1

2
ε0E

2

(
∂εr
∂xi

)
+

∂

∂xi

[
1

2
ε0E

2ρ

(
∂εr
∂ρ

)
T

]
+ εrε0Ek

(
∂Ei
∂xk
− ∂Ek
∂xi

)
− 1

2
µ0H

2

(
∂µr

∂xi

)
+

∂

∂xi

[
1

2
µ0H

2ρ

(
∂µr

∂ρ

)
T

]
+ µrµ0Hk

(
∂Hi

∂xk
− ∂Hk

∂xi

)
+ ε0Ei

[
∂ (εrEk)

∂xk

]
+ µ0Hi

[
∂ (µrHk)

∂xk

]
− ∂

∂t

~E × ~H

c2
. (B.6)

Employing the vectorial relation [102]

− Λk

(
∂Λi

∂xk
− ∂Λk

∂xi

)
= ~Λ×∇× ~Λ, (B.7)

the force expression is written in vectorial form,

~f = − 1

2
ε0〈E〉2∇εr +∇

[
1

2
ε0〈E〉2ρ

(
∂εr
∂ρ

)
T

]
− εrε0 ~E ×∇× ~E

− 1

2
µ0〈H〉2∇µr +∇

[
1

2
µ0〈H〉2ρ

(
∂µr

∂ρ

)
T

]
− µrµ0

~H ×∇× ~H

+ ~E · ∇ ·
(
εrε0 ~E

)
+ ~H · ∇ ·

(
µrµ0

~H
)
− ∂

∂t

~E × ~H

c2
. (B.8)

Where 〈E〉2, and 〈H〉2 are the mean quadratic fields [102]. Here, the constitutive linear

relations ~D = εrε0 ~E and ~B = µrµ0
~H are used to write

~f = − 1

2
ε0〈E〉2∇εr +∇

[
1

2
ε0〈E〉2ρ

(
∂εr
∂ρ

)
T

]
− εrε0 ~E ×∇× ~E

− 1

2
µ0〈H〉2∇µr +∇

[
1

2
µ0〈H〉2ρ

(
∂µr

∂ρ

)
T

]
− µrµ0

~H ×∇× ~H

+ ~E ·
(
∇ · ~D

)
+ ~H ·

(
∇ · ~B

)
− ∂

∂t

~E × ~H

c2
, (B.9)

where ~D is the Electric Displacement field and ~B is the Magnetic flux density.

Considering the Faraday’s law and Ampère’s law with no free charges and no free

current, the vectorial force per unit volume that the fluid is subject is written as

~f = − 1

2
ε0〈E〉2∇εr −

1

2
µ0〈H〉2∇µr +∇

[
1

2
ε0〈E〉2ρ

(
∂εr
∂ρ

)
T

]
+ ∇

[
1

2
µ0〈H〉2ρ

(
∂µr

∂ρ

)
T

]
− εr − 1

c2
∂

∂t

(
~E × ~H

)
. (B.10)

In a dielectric fluid, as it has been considered in all the work, the relative magnetic
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permeability µr can be considered µr = 1. Hence Eq. B.10 is replaced by [28]

~f = −1

2
ε0〈E〉2∇εr +

1

2
ε0∇

[
〈E〉2ρ

(
∂εr
∂ρ

)
T

]
− εr − 1

c2
∂

∂t

(
~E × ~H

)
. (B.11)

The first term in Eq. B.11 appears in Minkowski and Abraham energy-momentum

tensor formulations. This force acts where relative permittivity presents spatial variation.

The second term accounts for the deformation (electrostriction) caused by the field inho-

mogeneity. The last term is known as the Abraham force density. This term is supposed

to average to zero at optical frequencies and can be neglected in our model. In our ex-

periments, the Abraham and Minkowski expression for the force are identical. This fact

makes the Minkowski tensor, with the inclusion of the electrostriction term, an attractive

formulation for experiments in optics [16, 85]. Thus, Eq. B.11 reduces to the Helmholtz

force [84, 86].
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